This paper reports an ab initio CI calculation of the radiationless decay of the formaldehyde lA2 state, First we derive quantitative conditions, which a basis set must satisfy if it is to be used for describing radiationless decay. We checked these conditions for the formaldehyde molecule and found them to be satisfied for the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer set used in the calculation. We then derive a general equation for the coupling elements resulting from this basis set. With the method used, rotational coupling could be treated completely equivalent with vibrational coupling; this rotational coupling turned out to be not important in formaldehyde however. The coupling elements for D 2 CO are a factor iO smaller than the corresponding ones in H 2 CO. The results of the calculation show, that the internal conversion in formaldehyde is an example of the so-called resonance case. Therefore the decay cannot be described by the model proposed by Yeung and Moore, where Sr--'So internal conversion is the rate determining step in the photodissociation. Finally, we discuss the applicability of the "golden rule" in describing radiation less decay.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last couple of years there has been an increasing interest in the decay of the I(mr*) state of formaldehyde. I In a previous paper, 2 hereafter to be denoted as paper I, we described an ab initio CI calculation of the radiative decay of this state. Here we present a calculation of the SI -So internal conversion, coordinates; t is the time. We can expand l/J(r, t) in some complete set of orthonormal functions un (r): which according to the model of Yeung and Moore 3 should be the rate determining step for the photodissociation of this state. Sections II and m of this paper are not limited to the formaldehyde SI -So internal conversi'on, but have a general applicability: in Sec. II we discuss the fundamental problem of selecting a basis set for describing radiationless decay; in Sec. ill the method of calculating coupling elements is discussed. Section IV describes the results for formaldehyde; in Sec. V the accuracy of the results is discussed and a comparison is made with other calculations and with experiments.
II. DETERMINING BASIS SETS SUITABLE FOR DESCRIBING RADIATIONLESS DECAY
In this section we consider the fate of a state Wlo that is prepared by excitation of a state wo. We will derive the conditions which a basis set must satisfy if it is to be used for describing the radiationless decay of WI' In Sec. IV these conditions will be checked for the case of formaldehyde, where W 0 and WI are the ground and l/J(r, t) = L an(t)un(r) • n Substitution in (2.1) gives after multiplication with u! (r) and integration over r is an extension of a derivation given in an earlier paper .4
The time-dependent behavior of an excited molecule can be completely described with the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (2.1) H is the total molecular Hamiltonian; l/J(r, t) is the total wave function depending on both nuclear and electron apresent address: Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
So the solution of (2. 1) is l/J k = L: (ak)n e1Ekt un (r) .
n The general solution is a linear combination of these solutions, with coefficients CY k determined by l/J(r, 0):
e-1EAtJ ull(r) .
We will first digress somewhat upon the possible choices for ull(r), the complete set of functions. In fact we are not interested in describing the total eigenvalue spectrum of H with the basis set u,,(r) because in the experimental setup for measurement of radiationless transitions, the exciting radiation has a very narrow frequency distribution. So the set u,,(r) does not have to be complete. What we will do is derive what portion of the eigenvalue spectrum of H is described correctly by this set.
In the model of Bixon and Jortner 5 some extra conditions are imposed on the set u"(r); the validity of these conditions makes it possible to derive the rate constant for radiationless decay in a rather straightforward manner. We will use here a generalized case in which we relax the restrictions of constant v and E: (see further on). The assumptions about u"(r) are: .
(i) only one basis function uo(r) has oscillator strength, i. e. , (2.3) where D is the dipole operator. ~ 0 is the state that is irradiated; generally it is the ground state. It is easily derived that in this case ~l(r, O)=uo(r), where ~1 denotes the prepared state. 6 (ii) Further assumptions are made concerning H m " in Eq. (2.2), (2.4) where E~=HAA; HOA=HAO=VA for k> O. So it is supposed that HAl = 0 for 0* k* 1* O. Further we call E~ -E~l
=E:A·
We will only consider sets u,,(r) that can be generated in a certain way:
The functions ¢" and Xn are determined by splitting the Hamiltonian H=HO+T"+Hreet' where T" is the kinetic energy operator for the nuclei. The functions ¢" and Xn further have to fulfill the eigenvalue equations:
(Ho-~")¢"=O
(2.6) with U"=~,,+(¢"IHreetl ¢,,) +(¢"I T"I ¢"), where the integration is Over those coordinates on which Xn does not depend. Different sets u,,(r) are then obtained by varying Ho and H reet • Possibilities are for instance (in the following Q and M denote the complete sets of nuclear coordinates and masses respectively; q represents the complete set of electron coordinates):
Te is the kinetic energy operator for the electrons, U(q, Q) the Coulomb interaction between all particles and p the momentum operator for the nuclei.
where Q o is the equilibrium configuration for the nuclei. For case (iii) and (iv) the eigenvalue equations are readily derived. Now we will derive what portion of the eigenvalue spectrum of H is described correctly by the set u,,(r), if this set satisfies the conditions (2.3) and (2.4) imposed by the generalized model of Bixon and Jortner, 5 with the restriction that we will only consider sets u,,(r) that can be generated with Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). In order to do this we will first consider the exact eigenfunctions of H, described with equations strongly reminiscent of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). We will then derive under what conditions these equations simplify to the Eqs. (2.4). We will then see, that these conditions in fact constitute a limitation on the energy E for which the Eqs. (2.4) are valid. 
Possibilities for H rost are for instance:
If the possibilities (b) and (c) are used, Ho will contain the potential energy function U(q, Qo) . By deleting the terms with the CIJ's (i* j) we arrive at the ABO's and CBO's, if we take for H rest case (a) and (b), respecti vely. Now we make the expansion:
where E'k is the eigenvalue of vibration function k belonging to the electronic function i. Then the Eqs. (2.7) become from which Multiplying with XiP and integrating over Q gives: (2.9) where p= 0, 1, 2, ...
We will now simplify these equations until we arrive at the set of equations (2.4). We will then see which assumptions are implicit in the simplified equations (2. 4) and whether or not they are justified. We will look at the eigenvalues of these equations in a certain region of E centered on E l1 ; the choice of Eu is arbitrary. with Eo, -E o • rt = € (some average over all p).
To check Condition n we have to compare I j(E) I with (E 12 -E) and (E to -E); if Condition n is satisfied for p= 0 and p= 2 for an interval of E-values, then it will be satisfied for all p* 1 in this interval. This is because (E t , -E) > (E 12 -E), P = 3, 4, ... , as is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the case of p = 3. Also we see that if (E 12
Condition n is satisfied for a certain energy interval E around E l1 • We define a new variable r:
The maximal r for which this condition is satisfied is r IDU; 2r IDU is the width of the E-interval around E tI , for which Condition n is satisfied. So
This means that Eqs. (2.11) have eigenvectors that are also eigenvectors of H in the denoted E-interval. So we can describe experiments in which the frequency range is less or equal 2r IDU around E tt • Each eigenstate has a certain oscillator strength. The radiationless decay depends on the oscillator profile and on the part of it that is excited. If we call the half-line width of the exciting radiation r ~, then we can describe the experiment if r IDU> r b. In the model of Bixon and Jortner one derives the rate of radiationless decay under the assumption that the whole oscillator profile is excited and that the oscillator profile is Lorentzian in form; this last assumption is equivalent to assuming that only one zero-order state has oscillator strength 5 and that v and € are constants. We call the half-line width of the oscillator profile r op. The whole profile is excited, so the whole profile must be described correctly with the set un' i. e., r lDax» rop. So together with r max« ~E -v we get
If we calculate rop with the Bixon-Jortner theory, we obtain 5 : r op =7Tr t + 7TV 2 /€+ V • r t is the halfline width of the state <PtXtt caused by coupling with the electromagnetic field (natural linewidth). So we obtain (2.13)
We remark, that in the whole derivation the spin state of the wavefunction is not specified, so the derivation is valid for both internal conversion and intersystem crossing.
Let us now return to Condition I. It is very difficult to make general statements concerning this condition, which involves the coupling of >Ir t (and >Iro) with higher states. It should be noted, that we consider here Condition I independently of Condition II in contradistinction to an earlier paper. 4 If Condition I is not satisfied, the eige.nvectors resulting from Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) can then be different from the exact eigenvectors with respect to eigenvalue and oscillator strength; these two quantities determine the radiationless decay process. It is impossible to predict whether the radiationless decay predicted with the deficient basis set is higher or lower than the decay obtained from the exact set. It is obvious that if one has to choose between basis sets, one will choose the one for which Condition I is satisfied best. It is of course possible, that there is no basis set for which Condition I is satisfied, i. e., if there are electronic states that lie close to the excited state of interest. Under those circumstances one will have to take explicit account of the couplings with the other electronic states like in Eqs. (2.10).
In Sec. IV we will discuss the validity of Conditions I and II for the case of formaldehyde St -So internal conversion.
III. METHOD OF CALCULATION

A. The electronic and vibrational wave functions
The calculation of the electronic and vibrational wave functions is completely identical to the calculation described in paper I for tlie radiative decay of formaldehyde t(n7T*). We note once more, that we used real ABO-functions, i. e., we completely calculated the Qdependence of the electronic wavefunctions.
B. The coupling elements
We describe in this section the derivation of the coupling element resulting from an ABO set. For a CBO set the derivation goes along the same lines. 6 For formaldehyde only the ABO set has been used in the calculation because the CBO couplings are zero due to symmetry reasons (see also Sec. IV).
For adiabatic wave functions the electronic part of the coupling element between ground and excited state is [see (2.7)]
We neglected the term with P 2, which will be small if Condition I is satisfied. 6 The momentum operator P can be expressed in mass-weighted normal coordinates, resulting in This can be transformed to
Here k sums over the normal coordinates; U represents all potential energy terms: electron-electron repulSion, nuclear-nuclear repulsion and electron-nuclear attraction. The first term does not contribute, because it doesn't depend on Q,,; the second term does not contribute because it doesn't depend on q, which causes the integral over q to be zero, becat'.se rf>o and rf>t are orthogonal. This leaves
The summations e and n are over all electrons and nuclei, respectively. Zn is the nuclear charge and ren is the electron-nucleus distance 
.)/r!n is the j'th component of the electric field operator for nucleus n. It should be noted that, due to the fact that the electron-nucleus attraction is the only contributing term in au/aQ" , the integrals for the electronic coupling matrix elements are completely equivalent to the dipole acceleration electronic transition moments ADto(Q), which were calculated in paper I. We call the vector
Irf>o(q, Q».=E}~n(Q). ren
We define a new index p; p runs over the Cartesian components of all the nuclei; ZI> then equals the charge of nucleus 1 for p= 1, 2, 3; Similarly for the other nuclei. Equation (3.4) then becomes
The total coupling element is (see Sec. II)
The X are solutions of the ABO equation (see Sec. II),
We neglect (rf>,(q, Q)IP 2 /2MIrf>,(q, Q». because the 1/2M factor will make this term small compared to the other terms:
We can let Q now represent the complete set of normal coordinates. functions) that we take the same normal coordinates for both ground and excited state, i.e., we neglect the socalled Duschinsky effect.
8 Then the coupling element becomes
We assume that
This is the most general form of the coupling element; for a special case, e. g., formaldehyde, this formula can simplify a little because of symmetry reasons (see Sec. IV).
We will now discuss the assumptions (3.6) and (3.8). The reason for the assumption of (3.6) is that we now only need to calculate the wavefunctions for Sut sections of the potential energy surface, and also that we can only calculate one-dimensional vibrational eigenfunctions with the method described in paper I. The validity of this approximation for the lower part of the potential energy surface was treated in paper I. The validity for the higher part is very difficult to establish. Therefore some tests were performed to determine the dependence of the overlap integrals on the exact form of the potential. 9 Overlap integrals were calculated between the vibration functions of two different Morselike potentials. One vibration function had a low energy (zero nodes), the other was highly excited (30 nodes); this situation resembles the formaldehyde case. The potential energy curve for the 3D-node function was varied and the effect upon the overlap integral evaluated. It was found, that the overlap integral is determined primarily by the lower part of the potentials. This is due to the fact that the zero-node Wltvefunction differs from zero only around the equilibrium configuration; so when determining the overlap integral, only this part of the 3D-node wavefunction is important. Now the 30-node wave function around the equilibrium configuration is primarily determined by the potential energy curve in this region. From all this it follows that, despite the fact that we are working with highly excited vibration functions, the lower part of the potential curve is the most important part for the properties we are interested in. If we want to describe the lowest part of the potential energy curve, then the normal coordinates provide the best choice. It should also be noted, that although the vibrational energy of the coupling So-states in formaldehyde is high, this fact does not imply that we have to do with vibrational states with very high quantum numbers only. This is because the problem is a multidimensional one: the results for formaldehyde (see Sec. IV) indicate that most of the coupling states (3.9) are combination states, with the quanta divided over several modes. One therefore finds that the coupling is described mainly by one-dimensional modes with no more than 6 or 7 quanta in it.
The reason for the assumption of (3.8) is that we now only need to calculate the coupling for the six normal mode sections of the potential energy surface. The effect of correction terms on (3.8) is very difficult to estimate.
We note here, that the assumption (3.8) should not be confused with the so-called Condon approximation or corrections to it. In the Condon approximation one assumes that both the electronic matrix element, V':O(Q), and the energy denominator, ~1 (Q) -~o(Q), are slowly varying functions of the nuclear configuration: these quantities are evaluated for just one nuclear geometry. It has been shown l ll-12 that this procedure leads to enormous errors. Contrary to this, the only assumption that is made in (3.8) is that each term V~~ is a function of only one normal coordinate. This functional dependence will in general not be a linear one (see Sec. IV). The terms are calculated explicitly as functions of the nuclear geometry.
C. Rotational and translational coupling
We now want to extend the usual application of normal coordinates to rotations and translations. The advantageofthis procedure will be that Eq. (3.9) is then generalized to include rotations and translations: the X's in Eq. (3.9) then also represent rotational and translational functions. The definition of a normal coordinate is that the potential and kinetic energy for the normal coordinate movement can be written as V = ~Q2 and T =i¢2, respectively. (Here Q represents the complete set of coordinates.) For rotations and translations V is a constant, so we can set ~ = O. We only have to be concerned with the kinetic energy for these movements. We will first treat the translations. For the rotations we first need to know the center of mass. For formaldehyde it lies on the ·CO axis, between C and 0, at a distance of 0.602 A from C. The prinCipal axes are the x axis and the axis parallel to the y and z axes, going through the center of mass. The Cartesian coordinate axes are defined here as in paper I: the carbon atom is the origin; the CO-bond lies on the x axis and the planar molecule defines the xy plane. Formaldehyde is an asymmetric top molecule, with three different moments of inertia lA' IE and Ie (in order of decreasing magnitude). But as IE ""Ie the system behaves very much like a prolate symmetric top molecule. The rotation around the axis parallel to the y axis will be given as an example. First the distances of the atoms to the axis of rotation are calculated:
We now write down the kinetic energy, valid for a rotation over small angles:
Zo being the out-of-place displacement of the oxygen atom, etc. We now express all z' s in z = zo:
zo=z, ze=(re/ro)z, ZH1=zH2=(rH/rO)z.
This gives
T=Hmo Z2 + m c (rU r 6)z2 + 2mH(r~/r6).z2}
If we take (masses based on 12C) The coupling elements v. between the zero-order states were calculated with the method described in the preceding sections. To be exact we have to add complex terms to the elements of the interaction matrix l3 -16 to describe decay of the prepared state via other processes. The most well-known of these is the decay by fluorescence. However, this can be treated as an independent decay channel, 5 if the irradiation time is short compared to the radiative lifetime, i. e., in the short time experiment, which is the case we are considering.
In order to build the interaction matrix we need to know the energies E~ , E~ = <po(Qo) + L: E~. , (3.10) n that lie in a certain predetermined energy interval around Eo. In the above expression E~. is the kth eigenvalue of mode n in the electronic ground state. To this end the algorithm VICTBAR (vibrational counting with backtracking algorithm) was developed, 17 which is based on the backtracking procedure from combinatorics 0 This method has many advantages over the methods used in the literature. The program can accommodate both the harmonic and the anharmonic case, with and without degenerate modes. All that is required are the positions of the energy levels in each of the normal modes. It turns out that deviations from the harmonic potential can have a large effect on the level depsity, contrary to what has been maintained in the literature l8 : for benzene ,we found a factor 10 at 10000 cm -1. 17;
The diagonalization of the interaction matrix is greatly facilitated by the fact that one can write down explicitly the secular equation in the form Inspection of this equation shows, that there is a singularity at each zero-order eigenvalue around Eo and that between every two singularities there is exactly one eigenvalue Em of the secular equation. These eigenvalues can then simply be found by standard procedures. In this way it is possible to diagonalize economically very large interaction matrices. This procedure results in the eigenvalues E", and the oscillator profile given by the coefficients am that indicate how the zero-order state that carries oscillator strength (the state corresponding to E~} is spread over the exact eigenstates. The decay of the prepared state is then given by the time evolution (3.11) alaR" has A z symmetry, therefore this component of the coupling has a contribution in Qo and in the modes 1, 2 and 3; it is in the first order zero for the modes 4, 5 and 6. In other words: coordinate Q4 has electronic coupling component 5, 6, 9 and 11 unequal to zero; for coordinates Q5 and Qs we have the electronic components 4, 8 and 12 unequal zero. Component 7 is unequal to zero in Q o and for the modes 1, 2 and 3, while giving a second order contribution for coordinates 4, 5 and 6. This is exactly what is found in the ab initio CI calculations; the resulting electronic coupling terms are shown in Fig. 2 We will now first discuss the decay caused by the vibrational part of the coupling. This coupling is obtained by substituting the numerical functions corresponding to Fig. 2a in Eq. (3.9) . The largest couplings that occur are 5.1O-s a. u .
IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
• the smallest are 10-23 a. u. Couplings smaller than 10-r a. u. have a negligible effect upon the oscillator strength distribution and the time evolution (3.11). It turns out, that if ~E is taken larger than 10 cm-l , no appreciable difference in the oscillator profile occurs, when compared with the ~E = 10 em-I case. The number of levels with a coupling larger than 10-r a. u. is extremely low, varying from 0 to 6 with an average of 3. No clear dependence on energy or type of prepared level can be observed, neither are the So levels that have the largest couplings, of a particular type. Calculation of the time evolution function (3.11) results for all prepared states in an oscillatory behavior of the oscillator strength, with oscillating times varying from 2.1O-IZ to 2.10-10 sec. In other words, inH 2 CO (and also D 2 CO, see below) we have an example ofthe so-called resonance case. 20 In the r,esonance case the density of coupling levels is so low, that any interaction depends on the fortuitous position of the interacting levels. In D 2 CO the level denSity is about two times that of HzCO at the same SI level. The couplings are, however, a factor 10 smaller, so that here even fewer levels effectively couple with the prepared state.
With the procedure described in Sec. m. C. we can treat the rotational coupling completely equivalent to the vibrational coupling. It is seen from Figs. 2b and 2c that there is also rotational coupling between the SI and So states. This means that for rotational states with at least one quantum number unequal to zero, there is an extra coupling. The R" component will give the main contribution, because it is unequal to zero in Q o due to symmetry reasons. We consider only rotation around the CO axis, because the moment of inertia about that axis is very much smaller than about either of the other principal axes. The angle of rotation around the CO axis is called ¢>. Then the wave function describing this rotation is
The part of the Hamiltonian describing the rotation is -(t.n a Z /a¢>2 = aZ/aQ~ , with J the moment of inertia of the rotation; Q r is the normal coordinate for rotation around the CO axiS, as ..,.
.... From Fig. 2d it is also seen that there are translational components in the nonadiabatic coupling between SI and So. It should be noted that the a/aR is taken with respect to electron coordinates fixed in the center of mass of the nuclei coordinate system; this approximation is not valid anymore when the translational velocity of the nuclei is appreciable with respect to the internal velocity of the electrons. 21 Of course the translational components should actually be identical to zero, because in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics no dependence on the absolute velOCity of the center of mass can be present. The deviation from zero indicates the error made by keeping the electron coordinates fixed while differentiating with respect to the translational coordinates. 6 The translational components are nevertheless mentioned, because for a molecule moving along a general section through the potential energy surface, the numerical values of the translational components give useful information concerning the effective coupling between the two states involved. 22 
B. Validity of the basis set
We will now check to what extent the inequalities in Conditions I and II are satisfied, i. e., we will check the validity of the ABO set. First we take Condition II. From paper I we obtain that for the ABO set AE is of the order of 100 cm-l "'" 5 '10-4 a. u. We have seen in the previous section that v< 10-6 a. u. and the effective level separation E: "" 3 cm-1 "" 10-5 a. u. We can calculate from the oscillator strengths obtained in paper I that the radiative lifetime 'T l' "" 1 JJ.sec corresponding to r l' "" 2 .10. 11 a. u. So substituting these values in (2.13), we see that this inequality is fulfilled. As will be discussed in Sec. V the transformation of Condition II into the inequality (2.13) is in fact not allowed for a moleCule like formaldehyde, but inspection of Condition II itself shows that this inequality is satisfied as well. As was stated in Sec. II, it is difficult to make general statements concerning Condition I. However, for the ABO set we can still make a reasonable estimate. In formaldehyde the higher electronic states lie at least 30000 cm ~1 from the 1 A2 ground vibrational state. In this calculation the coupling was considered with states within 10 cm-l of the prepared level, as described in the previous section. Then first order perturbation theory shows that the couplings with the higher electronic states have to be at least a factor 3000 larger, in order to have coefficients in the total wave function, which are of comparible magnitude as the coefficients of the high vibrationallevels of the ground state. We calculated the coupling integrals V~1 between SI and S2 [see Eq. (3.5) ].
This coupling is of the same order of magnitude as V;o.
For couplings with higher states, corresponding to i> 2 in Condition I, the left-hand Side of the inequality is large, while for the C 2J terms, (j"* 1), the fact that the coupling is inversely proportional with the energy difference of the states concerned [see Eq. (3.5)] helps to satisfy Condition 1. So, our conclusion is, that in the formaldehyde case for an ABO set both Conditions are satisfied and that the exact set of Eqs. (2.7) reduces to the set of Bixon-Jortner-like Eqs. (2.11). So it is indeed allowable to describe the decay of the lA2 state by means of an interaction matrix of the form given in Sec.
m.D.
It is interesting to see what happens if one calculates the lA2 radiationless d~cay with a COO set. Let us take Condition II first again. Due to symmetry reasons v == 0, as can be seen from Fig. 2 also. Further we have rr = 0, because with a CBO set one calculates probability zero for exciting the IA2 state. The AE value is roughly a factor 10 larger than for the ABO set.6 From a substitution of these data in Eq. (2.13) it becomes clear at once, that for formaldehyde Conditton II is even better satisfied for a CBO set than for an-ABO set. This phenomenon can result from a simple model calculation on diatomic systems toO. 23 It is well known, however, that for a CBO description couplings with, and between, higher states are non-negligible; in other words: Condition I is not satisfied for the CBO set. So it is not allowed for a CBO description to use an interaction matrix of the form described in Sec. m.D. One has to use a more or less completely filled matrix, corresponding to the set of Eqs. (2.9); a procedure with the consequence that the seeming simplicity of a CBO calculation is nullified.
V. DISCUSSION
First we will discuss the accuracy of the calculated quantities. Concerning the electronic wave functions, which were explicitly calculated as functions of the nuclear geometry (i. e., ABO functions), we refer to paper 1. We used a fairly large (9s5p) [4s3p] basis set for carbon and oxygen and a (4s)[2s] set for hydrogen; this corresponds to double -zeta quality. Together with a CI including 175 configurations the agreement between the calculated and the experimental vibrational structure of the l(mr*) transition was very good. The same holds for the correctness of the Franck-Condon factors. As already described in Sec. m. B., the values of these factors for high vibrational levels are determined by the lower part of the potential energy surface, i. e., the part that is well described by normal coordinate sections. Besides, it should be noted, that most of the states of the coupling manifold are combination states with no more than six or seven quanta in a particular mode. The most inaccurate quantity is the electronic coupling element. As described in Sec. In. B., the calculation of these elements is equivalent with the calculation of the dipole acceleration electronic transition moments AD 10 (Q). As described in paper I these moments are calculated a factor 3-80 too large. In spite of this discrepancy the conclusions concerning the calculated radiationless decay are not altered at all: if the correct coupling elements are indeed smaller than the calculated ones, the resonance character of the molecule is even strengthened. So we conclude, that internal conversion cannot be the rate determining step in the photodissociation of formaldehyde as proposed by Yeung and Moore, 3 because in this way the observed lifetimes of 0= 10-8 sec cannot be explained. From the possible alternatives for the explanation of the observed decay we mention the direct coupling with continua, interactions with other molecules and intermediate states (HCOH) . Intersystem crossing has to be excluded because experimental work by Lee and coworkers 24 has shown, that the triplet state plays a minor or negligible role in the photochemistry of the formaldehyde lA2 state. Moreover, it is from a theoretical point of view not clear how the formaldehyde Tl state, which lies only 3000 cm-! below SI, can give a level density for this four-atomic molecule, that is high enough to give an exponential decay. Here it should be noted that rotational coupling is not expected to be of any importance, as already described in Sec. IV.A. The alternatives mentioned above are subject to further research and will be discussed in a following paper. 22 Some time ago Yeung and Moore (YM)l~ have done calculations on the vibrational part of the S1-S0 coupling in formaldehyde. Lin 25 has calculated the electronic part and substituted this in the rate expression of YM, where the electronic coupling was left a parameter. However, the rate expression used by YM is derived from the golden rule rate expression of time-dependent perturbation theory. This expression only results from the interaction matrix if v» e:. YM find e: 0= O. 5 em -1. Substituting the electronic factor of Lin in YM's expression we obtain k"" 10 8 sec-I. Substituting these values in t~e golden rule (k = 21TV2 Ie:) we obtain an effective V"" 10-2 cm-I, so v «e:. Although numerical studies 26 have shown that v»e: is too restrictive for the application of the golden rule, the discrepancy for formaldehyde is too large. The fact that with the data found above the interaction matrix does not correspond to a decay described by the golden rule rate expression, is easily verified by a direct diagonalization of the matrix with these data and a calculation of the time evolution (3.11). We find, that with the values of v and e: given by YM the oscillator strength of the prepared zero-order state is not divided among the coupling manifold at all. This gives that the time evolution (3.11) is a constant. In other wordS, there is no radiationless transition at all. So we conclude, that because of the use of the golden rule, YM's calculation (together with Lin's calculation of the electronic part of the coupling) is not self-consistent.
The qualitative discrepancy between Lin's calculation and ours is discussed in part already in paper I. His work (and also YM's) is done within the "usual" framework: harmonic approximation, expansion in crude Born-Oppenheimer states, etc. Lin finds that V~O(Q) is much smaller than ViO(Q) and V~O(Q), contrary to our results. However, his calculation is done by expanding the ABO state in only six CBO states, while using the guessed MO's of Pople and Sidman. 27 Another interesting result, which can be important for other systems too, is the finding that there is an enormous spread in the obtained values for the couplings. If this holds for other molecules too, Lahmani's14 procedure to describe the decay of intermediate type molecules should be applied with care. In this theory one describes the decay with two experimentally determined parameters: an averaged coupling and an averaged level density; the phYSical meaning of these quantities becomes very diffuse however. Moreover the problems concerning the inequality v» e: described above arise for this class of molecules too, as can be seen from the v's and e:'sderived for subsituted glyoxals and pyrimidine.
28 As stated recently by Reineccius and von Weyssenhoff 29 , this means that a comparison between such an experimental "density" and a calculated denSity may not be possible. We feel, that this problem should be solved before concluding from the discrepancy between experimental and calculated densities, that inclusion of rotational states 30 is necessary to explain the observed decay in intermediate type molecules.
